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ABSTRACT

The notion of agent has become increasingly popular in computer

science research and the software industry.  However, reconciling

different views of agency and providing a precise definition of agent has

remained a challenging task for researchers.  This paper proposes a

taxonomy of agents that provides a high-level, user-oriented view of

existing conceptions of agency and their inter-relationships.  Within this

taxonomy, agents that are perceived directly by the end user (user

agents) are placed at the same level as agents used in designing complex

software systems and network communications.  The class of user agents

is further refined by developing useful subclasses and characterizing

techniques commonly used in their implementation.
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1. Introduction

The notion of agent has become immensely popular in computer science research and the software

industry.  Futuristic depictions of agent-enabled computer environments, where humans routinely

interact with diligent software assistants, have contributed to this popularity.  The potential

applications of agent technology lie in areas as diverse as user interfaces, telecommunications,

network management, electronic commerce and information gathering.  However, in this incipient

stage of agency development, researchers, product developers and end users face the crucial

problems of defining agent and establishing criteria to determine the differences among existing

views of agency.  For example, differing views of agency have led to definitions of agent that are

apparently unrelated.  White [1996] refers to agents as entities consisting of procedures and their

states, which represent a computer when such entities are sent to other computers for

communication purposes.  Shoham [1993] conceives of an agent as an entity whose state is viewed

as consisting of mental components such as beliefs, capabilities, choices and commitments.  Etzioni

[1993] presents agents as software robots (“softbots”) endowed with sensors and effectors which

are capable of changing their external state by issuing commands.

Agents designed to be perceived directly by end users and to perform tasks on their behalf are an

innovative class of agents that can facilitate human-computer interaction.  The potential of

agent-based user interfaces has been discussed extensively [Kay 1984, 1990; Laurel 1990, 1991;

Negroponte 1990, 1995].  However, there has been a tendency to consider “interface issues” as

peripheral to the central theme of agency and to refer to interface agents as merely an application of

the agent notion used in the construction of software systems (see, e.g., [White 1996; Wooldridge

and Jennings 1995a]).

This paper proposes a taxonomy of agents that provides a high-level, user-oriented view of existing

conceptions of agency.  Within this taxonomy, user agents are elevated to stand on their own as an

abstraction forming the basis for a human-computer interaction paradigm.  User agent subclasses

are suggested, and the major techniques employed in current research developments are surveyed.

User agents respond to particular motivations and raise a set of specific research issues [Sánchez et

al.  1995].  Addressing such issues requires the development and deployment of agents in the

context of system architectures and testbeds designed to support user agency research.

The paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 develops the first level of a taxonomy of agents.

Section 3 focuses on the specific class of user agents, defines user agent subclasses and provides

examples from published research work in the field.  Finally, a framework for characterizing

ongoing work in user agents is discussed in Section 4.
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2. Towards a Taxonomy of Agents

This section provides a high-level perspective of agency based on three major uses of the notion of

agent.  Further disambiguation of agency conceptions is achieved by summarizing various

interpretations of the common attribute of autonomy, and exposing the most common problems

associated with the terminology appearing frequently in agent-related literature.

2.1  Classes of Agents

Three major views of agency can be distinguished in the literature.  First, computer scientists and

software engineers have used agents as an abstraction to conceptualize, design and implement

complex systems.  This class of agents will be referred to as programmer agents.  Second, agents

may be viewed as autonomously migrating entities that act on behalf of network nodes in a

distributed environment.  This class will be termed network agents.  Finally, agents have been

proposed as an abstraction for end users to interact with computer systems.  This view defines the

class referred to as user agents.

2.1.1 Programmer Agents

Computer scientists deal with complex hardware and software entities.  The abstraction

mechanisms used to describe the behavior of these entities vary widely.  Flow charts, data flow

diagrams and object models have been popular mechanistic aids for visualizing automata operation.

As the complexity of software systems has increased, animistic abstractions have been found useful

in explaining system behavior.  Given the programmers’ familiarity with real-world entities that

exhibit intentions, ascribing autonomy and intent to system components provides a convenient way

to describe, analyze and predict the operation of entire systems without further concern about their

internal details.  This is the perspective adopted by Wooldridge and Jennings [1995a] to define an

agent as a system consistently described by the intentional stance (in reference to Dennett [1987]).

The emphasis here is on modeling the processes performed by the computer for the benefit of the

programmer.  As this view matures, an approach to software development is likely to emerge under

the banner of agent-oriented software engineering.

Agents as an abstraction for building complex systems are being investigated in diverse fields.

Agents are popular in Artificial Intelligence (AI) research [Brooks 1991a, 1991b; Etzioni 1993;

Maes 1994; Russell and Norvig 1995], Distributed AI [Gasser and Huhns 1989], and Decentralized
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AI [Demazeau and Müller 1990].  Other application areas include distributed systems [Agha 1986],

software engineering [Nigay and Coutaz 1992], teleconferencing systems [Lee et al.  1993], and

resource management [Miller and Drexler 1988].

Research in programmer agents has produced a number of architectures, testbeds, methodologies

and tools [Hanks et al 1993; Wooldridge and Jennings 1995a; Wooldridge et al.  1996].  For

example, agent-oriented programming (AOP) [Shoham 1993] is a framework that specializes

object-oriented programming by introducing the notion of mental states for objects, which thus

become agents (mental states include beliefs, capabilities, obligations, etc.).  Computation in AOP

takes place as agents interact with one another via communicative acts as categorized by Speech

Act Theory [Searle 1969].  AOP concepts have been implemented by the AGENT0 [Shoham 1993]

and PLACA [Thomas 1995] interpreters.  Oasis [Cheong 1992] is a compiled programming

language for distributed applications that allows processes to be modeled as a collection of agents.

In Oasis, an agent is defined as an extension of the concept of class in object-oriented

programming.  This extension consists of goal clauses that are executed upon class instantiation.

April [McCabe and Clark 1995] is an object-based programming language intended to support

agent construction in distributed environments.  However, April does not directly offer high-level

agent-related abstractions.  KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language) [Finin et al.

1993] is the most salient project in the area of protocols for inter-agent communication.  KQML

borrows from Speech Act Theory to specify messages to be exchanged by agents as performatives

(messages intended to perform some action by virtue of being sent).

2.1.2 Network Agents

Communication in distributed computing environments often relies on remote procedure call

(RPC) protocols.  In RPC, a client process invokes a remote action by sending a message (including

data arguments) to a server process and blocks until a reply is received with the results from the

requested operations [RPC 1988].  At that point, call results are extracted and the caller’s execution

resumes.  Network traffic may increase dramatically as the number of clients and the number and

complexity of tasks increase.

Network agents offer an alternative to RPC.  Communicating computers can supply the code of the

procedures to be executed by remote machines, allowing the computation to migrate to the site

where data resides.  Messages sent across the network include instructions to be executed and data

reflecting the procedure’s current state.  Each executing procedure is considered an autonomous

agent that may decide to migrate to a different host in the network according to its task
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requirements.  An agent may start executing on one machine and, when other resources are needed,

jump to the machine having those resources, continue to perform its computation there and, if

needed, migrate again.  While performing its work in a receiving host, the migrating process is

regarded as an agent representing the interests of the sending machine.  Network agents have also

been referred to as mobile agents [White 1996], itinerant agents [Chess et al.  1995] and

transportable agents [Gray et al.  1996].  The mobile agent-based model for distributed computing

has also been called remote programming [White 1996].

Implementing mobile agents requires that participating computers agree on the set of instructions

that can be sent over the network and executed by receiving hosts.  These instructions constitute a

mobile agent programming language.  An engine capable of interpreting such a language must

reside on each participating host.  A natural approach to providing a secure environment is to

implement agencies as interpreters able to monitor instructions being executed by agents and

providing facilities for agent migration and reception.  If mobile agents are to communicate with

each other, agencies must provide mechanisms for agents to meet and exchange data as well.

Implementations of the mobile agents model are just starting to appear.  Projects notable in the

development of mobile agent facilities include Agent Tcl [Gray 1995], Ara [Peine 1995], TACOMA

[Johansen et al.  1995] and Telescript [White 1996].  In all cases, engines that can execute

statements in an interpreted language have been implemented and statements that allow

programmers to transparently specify agent migration and agent meetings are central constructs.

2.1.3 User Agents

End users have consistently attributed autonomy and other aspects of agency to computer systems,

even when this view has not been explicitly promoted by user interfaces.  For example, in an

experiment conducted by Friedman [1995], eighty three percent of the participating users attributed

autonomous decision making capabilities or intentions to computer programs.  A natural next step

in the development of human-computer interfaces is to make the agent abstraction explicitly

available to the end users.  Just as software developers use programmer and network agents as

abstractions to cope with the complexity of system design, end users can better deal with system

complexity by viewing programs as animistic entities.

Since user agents directly affect the way human-computer interfaces are perceived, the term

interface agents has frequently been associated with this view of agency (see, for example, [Laurel

1990], [Kozierok and Maes 1993], [Wooldridge and Jennings 1995a] and [Sánchez 1993]).  User

interface agents would be a more precise way to designate agents in this view; after all,
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“interfaces,” also exist between software modules and communicating computers (or between any

independent systems).  In this paper, however, the term user agents is preferred to contrast the

user’s view with that of the programmer’s or the network’s in the other two classes of agents.

Further user agent subclasses and references to salient research projects involving user agents are

presented in Section 3.

2.2  Concept of Autonomy

The motivations for each of the above approaches to agency are different, and constructing agents

in each category requires different tools and involves different sets of issues.  Although it is

possible to have distributed applications based on network agents which also consist of programmer

agents, or user agents that are mobile, no one category of agents is necessary for the others to exist.

What is common to all three categories is the perception of system components as having some

degree of autonomy − a perception that has been fostered and has resulted in an innovative, useful,

and compelling paradigm for computation and communication.  The notion of autonomy is also

shared by two common definitions for agent: a teleological definition in which agents are perceived

as having goals that they autonomously try to achieve and a delegational definition in which agents

are considered to act on behalf of another with some degree of independence.

2.2.1  Autonomy and Perception

Autonomous behavior has to be perceived by someone in order for a process to be considered an

agent.  In the end, autonomy (and hence agency) is subjective and exists only in the mind of the

beholder: a process may be regarded as a teleological agent by one person, while someone else may

prefer to see a deterministic automaton.  In order to realize the potential of agents, it is important to

identify those properties of a system that promote its perception as an autonomous entity.

2.2.2  Autonomy as Goal-Directed Behavior

Autonomous entities are often thought of as goal-directed.  Covrigaru and Lindsay [1991]

distinguish between achievable goals, those goals that can be considered “terminated” once a

well-defined result or system state is reached, and homeostatic goals, those goals that cannot be

considered “terminated” once a desired state is reached.  In the case of homeostatic goals, when

changes in the environment take place, system activity is reinitiated in order to provoke a return to
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some equilibrium state.  Systems perceived to be autonomous will generally have both homeostatic

and achievable goals.

2.2.3  Autonomy as a Social Relation

Autonomy has also been associated with independence.  In fact, autonomous and independent are

listed as synonyms meaning “not subject to the rule or control of another” [Webster 1989].

However, total autonomy in this sense would imply agents existing in isolation, their autonomy

becoming irrelevant and uninteresting [Castelfranchi 1995].  Though autonomous, a system must

influence or adopt other systems’ goals; autonomy is thus necessarily limited and social.

Castelfranchi [1995] presents this argument in the context of programmer agents, but it can be

generalized to other categories: network agents should be able to meet with other agents and

undergo state changes as a result of exchanged data (other systems’ influences); user agents would

be useless if they were not capable of being influenced by and adopting the goals of the end user.

2.3  Terminology

One of the problems in understanding existing approaches to agency is the profusion of terms used

to refer to agents.  In AI, for example, the term software agent has been used by Etzioni [1993] to

contrast software-oriented with hardware-oriented approaches to studying AI issues.  The term

continues to designate an approach to agent-based system construction (programmer agents) that

provides assistance to end users; but the term de-emphasizes user interface issues [Etzioni and Weld

1994].  Indeed, a problem with this term is that it lacks specificity, as any computational agents not

involving hardware (be them programmer, network or user agents) should be considered software

agents.

A different problem occurs with the term intelligent agent, which is used sometimes in an

all-encompassing way to refer to the study of agents and their applications [ACM 1994;

Wooldridge and Jennings 1995b; Wooldridge et al.  1996].  Intelligence (another elusive concept)

may be a desirable characteristic for agents.  However, autonomous agents and intelligent agents

can be thought of as equivalent terms only if autonomy (rather than problem solving ability) is

considered the key property that defines intelligence.

The Java Language Environment [Sun 1995] and Tcl/Tk [Ousterhout 1994; Rose and Borenstein

1994] are sometimes considered network agency tools (e.g.  see [Wayner 1996]).  Although both
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enable some form of code migration, they currently lack mechanisms for transferring state or for

autonomous code migration.

Programs are being developed that recursively “traverse” World Wide Web (WWW) [Berners-Lee

et al.  1992] documents, creating indices and facilitating keyword-based document search and

retrieval.  These programs have been referred to as web wanderers, web robots, spiders, and web

crawlers.  Some names may suggest that program code actually travels and visits nodes in the

network; however, this is not generally the case.  Web traversal is most commonly implemented as

recursive document requests using conventional client/server mechanisms.  Koster [1996] has

compiled a catalog containing over sixty different programs serving as WWW robots, none of

which is implemented as a network agent in the sense defined in this paper.

3.  User Agents

The classes of agents defined in Section 2.1 can be used as the basis for more detailed taxonomies.

From an applications perspective, user agents can be further refined into three subclasses, which

will be termed information agents, task agents, and synthetic agents.

3.1  Information Agents

Information agents help users deal with information spaces that are typically unorganized and

highly dynamic.  The WWW has presented an attractive environment for testing various

implementations of information agents, for example, WebWatcher [Armstrong et al.  1995], Letizia

[Lieberman 1995] and LIRA [Balabanovic and Shoham 1995].  WebWatcher provides the user with

potentially useful links given an information seeking goal.  Letizia conducts a breadth-first traversal

looking for pages that are related to the current document or to the user’s inferred interests;

interesting pages are briefly displayed in suggestion windows.  LIRA learns user interests through

explicit user feedback and presents a selection of WWW pages matching those interests.  Lashkari

et al.  [1994] have developed a framework in which multiple agents collaborate to assist users in

prioritizing and handling e-mail messages.  Other agents that assist users in browsing large

databases or extracting personalized information include HyperActive agents [Sánchez et al.  1994],

Video Navigator [Burke and Hammond 1995], and The Movie Critic [Songline 1995].
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3.2  Task Agents

Task agents help users perform computer-supported tasks.  These agents run concurrently with user

applications, watch user activity and offer to automate certain actions.  Two kinds of task agents

can be distinguished: personal agents, which assist individual users; and group agents, which

participate in computer-mediated collaborative tasks.

Examples of personal task agents include intelligent tutors such as COACH [Selker 1994] and a

note-taking apprentice developed by [Schlimmer and Hermens 1993].  COACH provides

personalized advice to students using a computer to learn about specific domains, such as the Lisp

programming language or the Unix operating system.  Schlimmer and Hermens’ note-taking

apprentice continuously predicts likely completions for notes taken on a pen-based computer; the

user may select the agent’s predictions in order to produce faster and more accurate notes.

In contrast, Dave [Lakin 1994] is an agent that provides assistance to groups of users working

cooperatively.  Dave has access to all objects in a large, shared display and becomes one more actor

during a performance by intervening from time to time when certain patterns in a special-purpose

visual language are recognized.  Kautz et al.  [1995] have designed an environment in which user

agents communicate with each other to locate users who are experts on a given subject, a common

problem in collaborative work settings.

3.3  Synthetic Agents

Synthetic agents create engaging environments for users by introducing lifelike characters into the

computer interface.  They promote a suspension of disbelief from the user and provide the illusion

of autonomous, animistic entities.  Although synthetic agents have been used mainly in the

entertainment arena, their impact on general user agent issues deserves careful consideration.

Developments in this area are varied.  Julia [Mauldin 1994] is an enticing agent that participates as

an independent player in TINYMUD, a multi-user dimension (MUD) [Curtis 1992].  Julia can

converse with other players, explore the MUD’s “rooms” and objects, assist users in navigating the

environment, and answer questions about herself, other players, rooms and objects.  Bates [1994]

has described a small simulated world containing real-time, interactive, self-animating creatures

called Woggles.  Woggles are designed to have individual personalities, display emotions, engage in

social behaviors and react to their environment, which includes a fourth Woggle controlled by a

human interactor.  ALIVE [Maes 1995] is an environment in which users can immerse themselves

and interact with animated three-dimensional creatures with different behaviors modeled according
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to notions from ethology.  Other developments and ideas related to synthetic agents may be found

in LCC [1995].

3.4  The Context of User Agents

Figure 1 summarizes the taxonomy of agents developed thus far.  As noted previously,

implementations are possible that rely on all three major classes of agents simultaneously.  This

taxonomy, however, stresses the importance of the entity that perceives and benefits from the

notion of agent (i.e.  the software developer, the computer network, or the end user).

Software
Agents

Programmer
Agents

Network
Agents

User
Agents

Information
Agents

Task
Agents

Synthetic
Agents

Group
Agents

Personal
Agents

Figure 1.  A taxonomy of agents.

3.5  Related Work

There have been other efforts to define and systematize the wide spectrum of research on agents.

Unfortunately, definitions and taxonomies have tended to exclude existing views of agents, and
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surveys have grouped efforts that are not necessarily related.  For example, Shoham [1993, 1995]

provides an instructive discussion on agent characteristics, but does not include network agents and

regards user agents merely as an application of agent-based computing.  Foner [1993] defines “true

agents” and provides criteria that programs must pass to be considered such.  However, the

discussion is limited to synthetic agents.  The taxonomy of multi-agent systems proposed by Bird

[1993] centers on programmer agents, while the framework presented in [Sánchez et al.  1994]

focuses solely on user agents.  The special issue of Communications of the ACM devoted to agents

[ACM 1994] presents an excellent sample of ongoing research in the area, but no attempt is made to

classify or otherwise structure the various projects discussed.

Wooldridge and Jennings [1995a] and Wooldridge et al.  [1996] offer what are perhaps the most

exhaustive surveys of agency work, and organize existing efforts into three convenient, closely

inter-related lines of research: theories, architectures, and languages.  This structure provides

insight into relevant research issues and has been helpful in constructing the classification proposed

here.  Their survey, however, concentrates on programmer agents, subscribing to Maes’ definition

of user agents (interface agents) as nothing more than “programs that employ artificial intelligence

techniques in order to provide assistance to a user dealing with a particular application” [Maes

1994].  They do not discuss the motivations for network agents and include languages for network

agent construction (such as Telescript) under the same category as languages such as AGENT0 and

PLACA, intended to model programmer agents with mental states and Speech Act Theory-based

communication.

4.  Characterizing User Agent Developments

A framework for characterization of user agents was proposed in Sánchez [1993] and presented

with slight modifications in Sánchez et al.  [1994].  In such a framework, which for brevity will

subsequently be referred to as Frame93, user agent implementations were described according to

five major criteria: method of activation, scope of action, location of behavior, type of knowledge,

and source of knowledge, as shown in Table I. In what follows, the criteria are briefly reviewed and

further refined to allow for a perspective view of the differences and commonalities exhibited by

ongoing developments in user agency.

4.1  Method of Activation
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User agents may be explicitly activated by humans and other agents, or triggered by the occurrence

of certain events in the environment.  Frame93 included the possible invocation of user agents by

any arbitrary application.  Considering the taxonomy of agents just introduced, however, from the

end user’s point of view it is more natural to limit the study of this design aspect to whether or not a

user agent may be activated by other user agents.  Activation by arbitrary applications either lies in

the realm of programmer agents or can simply be considered event-triggering.

Table I. The Frame93 characterization framework (adapted from [Sánchez.  et al.  1994]).

Knowledge
TypeActivated by Scope Location of behavior Knowledge Source

mono-
lithic

embe-
dded

indep-
endent

progra-
mmer

seman-
ticglobaluser apps. events local userlexical learned

Information Management ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Object Lens [Lai and Malone 1988] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Khronika [Lövstrand 1991] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

MAFIA [Lutz et al.  1990] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

HyperNews [Andersen et al.  1989] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

News Readers [Sheth and Maes 1993] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

RightPages [Story et al. 1992] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Work Support ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

COKES [Kaye and Karam 1987] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

PAGES [Mäntylä et al.  1990] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

ProMInanD [Karbe and Ramsperger 1990] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

D-POLYMER [Bhandaru and Croft 1990] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

MCS [Woitass 1990] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Learning Agents [Kozierok and Maes 1993] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Hypertext Apprentice [Bernstein 1990] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

HyperBase Agents [Littleford 1991] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Eager [Cypher 1991] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Learning ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Guides [Oren et al.  1990] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Evocative Agents [Adelson 1992] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
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4.2  Scope of Actions

A user agent may act locally if it considers only the individual user needs and preferences, or

globally, if the agent can utilize knowledge about the organization, other users, and other agents in

performing its mission.  In order to provide personalized services, agents typically rely on

individual information such as preference profiles or keywords.  Agents such as Dave or the

Expertise Locators mentioned previously benefit from global knowledge in the environment and

from other participating agents for their operation.

4.3  Architecture (Location of Behavior)

Frame93 suggested location of behavior as a criterion to identify the architectural relationship

between the behavioral components of user agents and a data repository.  Agents could thus be a

monolithic process acting as a mediator between users and the data, a collection of user-selectable

processes, or behavioral elements distributed among objects in a database.  In the light of the

proposed taxonomy, this criterion may be appropriate for characterizing information agents, but

presents problems for describing agent operation that is not necessarily dependent on large, existing

data repositories (task and synthetic agents).  There has been a trend to develop agents as an

enhancement to existing environments and interfaces, as illustrated by the various information and

task agents mentioned in the previous section.  These agents typically operate side-by-side with the

existing system and represent an option for the users to augment their potential to utilize

conventional environments.  However, for special-purpose agents such as COACH, or for the

exploration of new concepts (as in the case of synthetic agents), integrated, independent

architectures and environments have been constructed in which agents operate.  It is useful then to

consider a criterion that will be termed Architecture and that characterizes agents according to the

approach followed in their construction.  Architectures in the first group will be referred to as

augmenting architectures, while those in the second group will be termed integrated architectures.

4.4  Type of Knowledge

Agent implementations have utilized techniques relying on lexical manipulation of information and

on the use of semantic representations to model their world.  It is interesting to note that most

information agents have strongly relied on lexical techniques from the field of Information

Retrieval.  Agents in the other subclasses, however, have made some use of semantical

representations.  For example, Video Navigator uses semantic networks to model the relationships
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between film directors and their influences, and Julia semantically encodes the domain-specific

information used in conversations.

4.5  Source of Knowledge

Finally, user agents have relied to different extents on knowledge directly encoded by

programmers, knowledge supplied by the user in the form of feedback or initial profiles, and

knowledge inferred from observing the user’s actions.  A summary of the updated framework for

characterization of user agents, including each of the projects referenced in this section, is presented

in Table II. A more detailed review of each of the research projects included in the table is offered

in Sánchez [1996].

Table II. Characterizing work on user agents.

Knowledge
TypeActivated by Knowledge SourceScope Architecture

integra-
ted

augmen-
ting

seman-
tic

progra-
mmeruser agents events local global lexical user learned

Information Agents

WebWatcher [Armstrong et al.  1995] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Letizia [Lieberman 1995] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
LIRA  [Balabanovic and Shoham 1995] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Collab. Mail Agents [Lashkari et al.  1994] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Video Navigator [Burke and Hammond 1995] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Task Agents ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Note Taker [Schlimmer and Hermens 1993] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
COACH [Selker 1994] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Dave [Lakin 1994] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Expertise Locators [Kautz et al.  1995] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Synthetic Agents ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Julia [Mauldin 1994] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Woggles [Bates 1994] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
ALIVE Agents [Maes 1995] ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
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